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ABSTRACT

In the present paper the problem of deco-

ding the results of the first stage of speech

recognition into vocabulary units >is discussed.

The open syllable is proposed as the basic ele-

Ient for such decoding. The final decision is

lode with consideration both lexic and phonetic

context. The context function is carried out by

specially organized vocabulary module in the syb
s on.

INTRODUCTION

Lately the problem of mapping the results
of preliminary acoustic analysis onto linguistic
units draws great attention of different resear—
chars. This problem is very important both for
the description of the model of human speech

Perception and for developing the system of au-
tonatio speech recognition and understanding.

The purpose of the present paper is to sugr
Seat the‘solution of this problem in relation to

the sVstem of automatic speech recognition. Not
discussing in detail the problem of human spe-
00h perception, we adopt the following starting-
Doint hypothesis:
L The decision about signals phonetic content

13 lode for elements corresponding to syllables.
L Until the content is correlated with the se—
:nntic meaning of the unit it is considered to

9 prelininary and is represented by a limited
:::tof variants or by generalized phonetic con-

3. To arrive at the final interpretation of the

Signal (to correlate it with some vocabulary
unit and to define its phonetic composition more

accurately) multifold strategy is implemented on

the basis of the information supplied by phone-
'tio and higher levels of analysis.

t The Present paper deals with the problem of

he Phonetic structuring of vocabulary module,
50 Without taking into consideration higher le—

VelB of linguistic analysis we'll describe some
POSsible model of transition fron signal repre—
Sentation (in terms of the first stage alphabet)
t0 vocabulary units.

PHONETIC SYLLABLE RECOGNITION

is The basic element of our recognition nodal

is ‘“ open syllable. The selection of this unit

s“Ppox‘ted both by the acoustic-phonetic lite-

rature data regarding it to be the minimal unit

0f speech perception and production /I/-/5/ and

by the possibility of automatic segmentation of

the results of the first stage recognition into

egements corresponding to open syllables /5/.

/ /. "
The results of the first stage recognition

presented in /6/ were used to test .the model's
reliability. Signal, corresponding to syllable,

automatically having been singled out and reco-

rded in terms of the first stage alphabet (FSA)

is compared with syllable sample (SS) from the

system's memory. Each SS is correlated to pho—

netic syllable. Thus the result of the first

stage recognition goes into the input of the

given submodule while in,the output there are

syllables in phonetic transcription.

V. These SS were designed on the basis of

analysis of the results of the first stage re-

cognition of the definite system with regard to

possible within-syllable coarticulation and the

duration of syllable's constituents. Thus SS

are in their nature idealised, generalized con-

cept 'of the results of the.first stage recogni-

tion and are recorded in terms ‘of FSA. The SS

set is determined by the requirements put on the

recognition system vocabulary. It is rather

small in case of limited vocabularies. For evo—

lving systems of automatic speech recognition

with extensive and unlimited vocabularies the

SS set must be compiled with regard to syllab4

1e statistics. The existing syllable statistics

for Russian speech /7/, /8/ do not fully anewer

the requirements of this problem_ as they are

received on the basis of idealized transcripti-

on of written texts. Contrary to the statement

in /I/ syllables constituting these statistics

cover no more than 60% of different type oral

texts, as it was shown in our experiment. Thus

taking the statistics presented in /8/,, as the

starting point we are now compiling a fuller

statistics that would comprise up to 1000 open

syllables revealed from the recordings of dif—

ferent types of oral texts. This statistics

would supply the basis for SS set of the speech

recognition system with extensive vocabulary in

which every syllable would get SS representati-

on. The model was tested with SS set of 100 sy-

llables and voCabulary of 200 words.

The syllable corresponding to signal is

selected by.means of comparing the entering si—

gnal to each SS and is determined by minimal
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lstance between then. The distance is measured
7 means of consecutive comparison of each si-
nal constituent to elements of the sample with

he help of the matrix of phonetic distance

MPD) stored in the system's nemory. “TD comp-

'ises conventional distances between elements
If FSA constituting the signal and SS.

We used the following technique for crea-
ting “PD. Each element of PSA corresponds to a
certain set of acoustic features. It can be
characterized by presence/absence of some feat-

ure and the strength of its manifestation (e.g.

absence of fundamental frequency is characteri-
stic of unvoiced consonants; by different de-
grees of its manifestation along with several
other features,voiced obstruents, sonorants and
vowels are distinguished).

The difference between FSA elements regar—
ding each feature was estimated by assigning
certain marks to them. The results of our ana-
lysis /9/, /IO/ of reliability of these featu-
res in recognition were taking into considera—
tion. The distance between reliable features
was given a higher mark, while the distance be-
tween less reliable ones was given a low mark,
that is the scales of distances were not line-
ar. Thus the scales were made not for elements
of alphabet,but for the features by which these
elements are characterized. The summarized dis—
tance between the constituents of the compared

features of FSA elements was put into MPO. In
the process in a number of cases frequent subs-
titution of elements of the alphabet in the si-
gnal or complete absence of such substitution
was taken into consideration.

The technique described above can be prese—
nted in the following way: if M and N are ele-
ments of FSA, and H is characterized by the set
of features /x,, ..., xL/ while H'- /x;,...,xi/
then ,

RH,N ' '1m +---+"Ixi,x{)* kale
where B N is the distance included in MPO,
r /xL, xfi/ - the distance in the scale for each
feature, k,9~ - correction coefficient of sub-
stitution frequency of elements in the definite
recognition system.

We have distinguished and scaled the fol-
lowing acoustic features:
I. Fundamental frequency
2. Presence of formant structure and degree of
its manifestation
3. Intensity -‘
4. Main area of energy concentration
5. F11 frequency
6. Fl frequency

These acoustic features are highly analo-
gous to syllable contrasts described by L.Bon-
darko /I/. The lain difference here is the abs-
ence of durational contrast in our scales. It
is impossible to introduce this feature into
MP0 because the decision is made about each ti—
me segment of the signal, and not about segment
corresponding to some phonetic unit (whether
sound or syllable). The coefficient of compari-
son between signal duration and sample duration
is introduced into algorithm for calculation
of distance between the result of the first

stage recognition and SS. It seems interesting
to colpare our data with those obtained on the
basis of /I/. By means of the technique descri-
bed above we have constructed MPDI on the basis
of the scales corresponding to syllable coat-
rasts description in /I/. Naturally the absohr
to distance rarely coincide as singled out fea-
tures do not match 'completely, although sole
general tendency in the sequence of elementsof
the alphabet which are arranged accordingto
the degree of closeness to each element can be
observed. We are planning to compare the effi-
ciency of the matrix in the recognition system

The results of comparing the signal with
SS set allow us to put forward a preliminary
hypothesis about some syllable corresponding to
the certain signal. As it was mentioned above
such decision is represented by either a setof
syllables with minimal distances fro. the sig-
nal (in our case 3 ninimal distances were taken
into consideration) or by symbolic recordingof
the syllable, reflecting generalized phonetic

content (e.g. TA - a syllable consisting of un-
voiced stop and non-front vowel). Whether a set
of variants or a generalized content would be
selected for syllable recording depends on the
signal's character (the degree of nanifestation
of features that allow us to define some conc-

rete sound with greater or lesser precision)or

on its distance from the sample. Such attihfle
seems quite reasonable as not always in thesi-

gnal there are acoustic cues that would allo'

us to correlate it with some definite smmd,
syllable or even word /II/, /12/.

THE STRUCTURING AND USE OF THE VOCABULARY
As the result of the program for comparins

the signals of the first stage recognition with
SS each word is represented in form of open‘SY’
llables' string. This fact determines the ohl‘
racter of phonetic description of the vocamna-

ry. The constructing of the vocabulary 05” be
divided into 2 stages.

0n the first stage lexical units In the
-form cldse to idealized phonetic transcript“n
are recorded as strings of open syllables.0n
the second stage pronounciational variants and
the most frequent substitutions in recognit“n
being Singled out 'in the preliminary ana1y919
are included into transcribed word recordinkIf
limited vocabulary is used on this stage 1‘19
advisable to,set apart possible quaeibosonlls
such as[KAPAT'-KATAT'] (in this axe-p10 W
vowels of initial syllable are identical while

the consonants at the beginning of the second
8Yilable are phonetically very similar and 9“”
ctically undistinguishable in the process 01
recognition or are distinguished irregularly'd

Each transcribed recording is correlate
with corresponding word or words and in th0°°'

se of reliable syllable recognition we set 39°.
lling of the words on the vocabulary output- a

The program for syllable Joinins “'9‘“
all possible strings of syllable-06ndmates
with those recorded in the vocabulary 8nd°°r
responding to real words. These equivalents 0’9
then recorded into spelling and sent to th‘ e

outPut. Variants of input strings of syll°bl°
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that do not correspond to any vocabulary unit

are eliminated. This program imitates the role

of the lexical context in phonetic recognition.
In some cases it's possible that a whole group
of syllable strings would correspond to vocabu-
lary units, thus we'll get 2 or more words at
the output. During program approbation such ca-
see were rather few and the number of words at
an output didn't exceed 3. This can be expla-
ined by the small size of the vocabulary. Theo-
retically the number of variants for the se-
lected number of syllable candidates /3/ is ,
where X stands for number of syllables in the
given word. we suppose that in such cases the
elimination of extra variants is possible on a
higher level of analysis and it corresponds to
the role of syntactic, pragmatic and semantic
context in speech perception.

A more complex case is presented by the
situation when some syllables are identified
incorrectly and none of the strings of syllab—
les at the input of the vocabulary module core
reSponds to the vocabulary units. In this case
lultiple strategy of word search must be imple-
Iented. This strategy must be based on sole fa—
ctors that determine identification of the sig-
nal with a lexical unit and its segment compo-
sition /in other words the strategy is phone-
tic-context dependent/. The number of syllables
in a word, stress position, rhythmical structu-
re of a word as a whole, basic /most reliable
in the Process of recognition/ syllables, ini-
tial syllables, consonant clusters can be naled
as such phonetic factors here. The type of the
selected factors and their number cause the voe
cabulary structure, the determining of absolu-
tely reliable factors cause in its turn the
Strategy of word search in general: consequent
Search beginning with subvccabularies, composed

‘aocording to absolutely reliable word characte-
ristics /in respect of the process of recogni—
unn/ and ontov subvccabularies based on less
reliable phonetic word characteristics, were
°n1Y candidates selected with the help of 're—
115516" subvccabularies are taken into conside-
ration. As the first stage recognition results
d0n't allow us to consider every selected fac-
tor absolutely reliable, one has to turn to pa-
rallel 'word search strategy, although it's a
"ther complicated procedure.

. The vocabulary has the following structure.
The Vocabulary is recorded in the form of its
Variants /subvocabularies/, which are organized
a accordance with the selected factors. Sone

suhvocabnlary is derived into parts comprising
sililar rhythmic structures, another is orien-
ted at the basic syllables and so on.‘ Strings
°f sYllable'oandidates which have no correspon-
dins lexical elements in the main vocabulary
are entered into all these subvccabularies and

are are selected every subvccabulary word ca-
ndldates identical /in the structural characte-
r18tic of a certain subvccabulary/ t0 the ente-
red string. Word candidates are entered into
the analyser which in the output delivers words
EYOSent in all registers. If no such words can
I: identified word candidates with the highest

”ks are selected. For this purpose to each of
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the subvccabularies a certain rank is assigned
according to the reliability of the factor ref—
lected in it.

. At present we are conducting an experiment
aimed at selecting'faotors used in word recog—
nition and defining the degree of their reli-
ability. For this purpose the results of syl-
lable recognition with false decision were gi-
ven to a group of experts, who using the words'
phonetic features and unlimited vocabulary put
forward some hypothesis about lexical correla-
tion of these results. The group consists of 4
linguists who can theoretically ground their
decisions. The data thus obtained are of preli-
Iinary character but it should be pointed out
that the experts pay attention to the words'

rhythmical structure and to the segnent compo-
sition of stressed and initial syllables.

VOCABULARY MODULE

INPUT FSASIGHAL

F" _________________ 1

BVOC. I . . .a'. 7. SUBvoc. a

"m‘éc‘aii FOE '] Thebes—III— 1953 I I
‘ SELECTING , I SELECTING l—e—I
‘ or $3 I Lop worms _, I
I‘I“I"I“— ’I'r‘l'“ "I

vacuums! I
I
I
l

I
|
I
I

: ss ssr

I
I
I ANALYSER

Fig. I

The generalized scheme of the vocabulary

nodule work

With the use of limited vocabulary and

pragmatically oriented recognition system the

strategy of word prediction can be used /12/.
In this case the reliability of recognition of

syllables and the probability of their substi-

tution must be taken into account. The vocabu—

lary lust be built in the fcrl of a matrix ref-

lecting the consecutive member of each syllable

in a word and the search is conducted through

the vocabulary beginning with the most reliable

syllable to its possible left or right neigh—

bours. If the supposed neighbouring syllables

coincide with the result of the recognition or

if they are not contradictory to it /that is,

are included into the register of possible sub—

stitutions or have the generalized phonetic

content/ the search is conducted further on. On

the basis of some given text pragmatics seman—

tically and syntactically oriented subvccabula-

ries can be selected to conduct the search whi—

le the sequence of entering into each subvcca—

bulary will be determined by the previously re-

cognized words.
This model has no computerbprogram reali-
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in a word and the search is conducted through

the vocabulary beginning with the most reliable

syllable to its possible left or right neigh—

bours. If the supposed neighbouring syllables

coincide with the result of the recognition or

if they are not contradictory to it /that is,

are included into the register of possible sub—

stitutions or have the generalized phonetic

content/ the search is conducted further on. On

the basis of some given text pragmatics seman—

tically and syntactically oriented subvccabula-

ries can be selected to conduct the search whi—

le the sequence of entering into each subvcca—

bulary will be determined by the previously re-

cognized words.
This model has no computerbprogram reali-
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zation, yet we present it here in accordance

with the concept that in speech recognition as

well as in human speech perception it's impos-

sible to lilit oneself to one particular stra-

tegy. The final decision can be made on the ba-

sis of identification of the word image as a

whole, on the basis of the analysis of the fac-

tors /phonetical as well as relating to other

levels of analysis/ determining this image, on

the basis of prediction of syllables and larger

units /words and word combinations/ by limiting

the communicative vocabulary according to the

pragmatic content of the text.

MODEL'S EXPERIMENTAL APPROBATION

Model's partial approbation /syllable re-

cognition and word selection in the vocabulary

with the help of the vocabulary of basic sylla-
bles/ was conducted on the vocabulary of 200
words and a set of 100 syllable samples. Sylla-
ble candidates are obtained as the result of

the realization of the program for comparing of
the first stage signals with SS. Strings for-—
ad of syllable candidates are receded into vo-
cabulary units. As the experiment demonstrates,
for a small vocabulary it's sufficient to in-
troduce I or 2 subvocabularies. 3 operational
variants of the program are possible: simple
Joining of recognized syllables, word predic-
tion by means of the subvocabulary of basic sy-
llables, refusing to make final decision in ca-
se of false recognition or absence of the basic
syllable in the string. For the purpose of li-
miting the number of analysed strings the syl-
lables undoubtedly falsely recognized /initial
and final syllables that got into middle posi—
ticn, middle syllables that got into initial or
final position/ are eliminated. The result ap-
pears in the spelling form with an index show-
ing the ratio between the number of correctly
recognized syllables and the total number of
syllables in the word. Below some examples of
different variants of the decision are given:

TRANSMITTED RECOGNIZED THE RESULTS
SYLLABLES

I 2 3

naja /maI Ja/ — “835
/ma mna/ - 2/2
(maI) (n3) -

vzaimno /vza iI (rva) vzaimno
/za T71) (n3) 2/3

_ (an) (/p'i) (va) zaika
2/3

v des'at' /vd'eI s'a 3:1 v des'at'
(d'eI) a'iI ' f/ 3/3
/d'eI (/51) s)’ des'at'

3/3

/ma - initial syllable
d'eI - stressed syllable
f/ - final syllable
iI — basic syllable
TERI) — syllable eliminated by the program

The experiment was conducted on computer
SM—k with positive results.

REFERENCES

/1/ BOHJIapKO JI.B. @one'mqecxoe ormca-
Hue Hanna VI tbononormecxoe ormca-
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/3/ BOHILapKO JI. . AKyc'rmecm/Ie xapaKTe-
pncrrmm pew/I. - B KH.: CJIyX M 9%
B H pMe VI naTonomn /m. 1/. .,
1974.

/4/ ypOBHI/I asmca B peqoi/i nemenmoc—
TH: E npodneme JIMHPBMCTqCKoro
o6ecneqI/m aBTOMaTqCKoro acno-
suasanufi pegg/Hon pen. 11.13. Hua-

KO. - e )-

/5/ meow/11‘2”; KM” CBeTosapOBa 11.11.
Cnoroeafi (1)0HeTI/uca VI Tpm (porxeTJ/IKM
JI.B.111ep6m. - B 1cm: Teopm mama.
MGTOILH ero Hccnenoeam/m M npenolua-
BaHI/IH. II. 1981.

/6/ BeJIHBCIfl/Il/l 15.141. ABTOMaTI/Iqecxaa cer-
MGHTaLU/Ifl CJIMTHoi/‘L petm. - B 06.:
IX BcecorosHaa aKyCTI/mecxaa KOte-

emu/m. Teams norm OB. 1/1.,19’77.
/'7/ Egma B.H., low/IP18. J1. ."CTaTI/ICTVIKa

OTKpTHx CJIOI‘OB pyccxom perm. -
06.: Bmmcnmenbnme CI/ICTeMH, I4.
HOBocm6MpCK 1964.

/8/ 3naToyc'r0Ba 11.8. H 11p. AJIPOpMTMhI
npeo6paSOBam/m pyccmx optborpaiim'
uecmx TeKCTOB B q>0HeTVItIeCKo 381‘
I'll/10b. M., a .

-

/9/ MOCKaJIeHKO T.A. AKyCTmueCKMM anama
comacmc BByKOB B uemax aBTgMaTI/I‘
uecxor‘o pacnosuaeanm pyccxou pe-
‘IM. - B. 06.: ABTOMaTI/IqKoe paCHO'
BHaBaHI/[e onyxosmc o6 aBOB: TeBMCH
.0101. 14 0006111. APCO- 4. RayHaC,

/10/ Hy3Heuoaa B.B., CMVIpHOBa O.H. AHa-_

””3 Hanemocrm aBTOMaTMQeCKOI‘O pa
cnosnaBax—ma (bonerrmecxmc npmsua-
ROB. - TaM me. _

/11/ HgOO'JIeMbI VI meTonm BKCUepMMGHTaJIbHO
.ouemuecxoro aHaJII/IBa petll/I- n

/12/ 1{gBHBHOBa 8.13. O BOBMOXCHOM cnocode'

OpMMpOBaHI/IH CJIOBapHHX BTaJIOPIOBé_
B (36.: ABTOMaTneCKOG acnggfigpo
We CJIyXOBt o paBOB: e314 . .
IiiggcoyoaHoro ceMMHapa APCO-IZ- W95’
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